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1. ABSTRACT
of attention and in clarifying the role of selective attention in
forming and localizing auditory objects.

The ability to maintain a conversation with one
person while at a noisy cocktail party has often been used
to illustrate a general characteristic of auditory selective
attention, namely that perceivers' attention is usually
directed to a particular set of sounds and not to others. Part
of the cocktail party problem involves parsing co-occurring
speech sounds and simultaneously integrating these various
speech tokens into meaningful units (“auditory scene
analysis”). Here, we review auditory perception and
selective attention studies in an attempt to determine the
role of perceptual organization in selective attention.
Results from several behavioral and electrophysiological
studies indicate that the ability to focus attention selectively
on a particular sound source depends on a preliminary
analysis that partitions the auditory input into distinct
perceptual objects. Most findings can be accounted for by
an object-based hypothesis in which auditory attention is
allocated to perceptual objects derived from the auditory
scene according to perceptual grouping principles.

Although we can selectively focus our attention to a
particular frequency or location, in this paper we will argue that
auditory attention operates on perceptual objects (1-5). The term
auditory object refers to a mental description of a sound source
in the environment rather than the source itself or the sounds it
emits (6). Here, a sound source is defined as a physical entity
that generates an acoustic wave. An auditory object, on the other
hand, is the percept of a group of sounds as a coherent whole
seeming to emanate from a single source. The perception of a
physical sound source in the environment has also been referred
to as an auditory event, auditory entity, and auditory stream (68). In the present review, we make a distinction between an
auditory object and an auditory event. While the former refers to
a perception of a sound source and its behavior over time, the
latter is used when referring to the perceptual dimension of
hearing a sound that is occurring at a particular time, in a
particular space and having particular attributes (e.g., intensity,
duration, timbre). The event can be part of a larger entity, i.e.,
the auditory object (9). For example, in dichotic experiments the
co-occurring conversation would be defined as the auditory
objects (i.e., each is perceived to originate from a separate
auditory source) whereas the elements (e.g., listener’s own
name) within the conversation would be defined as events.

2. INTRODUCTION
In most everyday situations, there is often more
than one audible sound source at any given moment. For
example, during a quiet walk around the neighborhood you
may hear birds singing, a dog barking and a car’s engine.
You may decide to listen carefully to the birds or you may
pay attention to the car passing. Selective attention is this
essential component of our day-to-day life that enables us
to preferentially process a particular set of sounds (e.g., the
birds singing) at the expense of other sounds. Although
this is an ability that we take for granted, the psychological
and neural mechanisms underlying selective attention are
not well understood. Part of the difficulty in understanding
selective attention resides in defining the “object”

One possible role of selective attention may be to link
together auditory input at the focus of attention in order to create
a perceptual object (10). In the above example, selectively
attending to a particular frequency region (e.g., high frequency
sounds) may allow the integration of sounds within this region,
so that a separate, and a potentially meaningful, auditory object
(i.e., the birds singing) can be accurately perceived and identified
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from other sound sources (e.g., the dog barking). Given that
perception of auditory objects often involves the integration of
sounds over time, selective attention may be required to link
together auditory stimuli into meaningful units. This view is
akin to the feature integration theory in which object features
are initially represented independently in different feature
maps and then are bound together through attention to the
object’s location in space (10, 11). If the system is operating
optimally, only features that occupy the same location in the
attended space are bound together (i.e., are perceived to be
features of the same object). However, if attention is not
adequately focused on an object's location, then the features of
that object are more likely to remain unbound, or perhaps be
miscombined with those of another, producing feature
conjunction errors, also called illusory conjunctions.

performance. On the contrary, performance improves slightly
as the irrelevant messages are brought closer together in
location.
In shadowing experiments, individuals are also often
unable to report the contents of the unattended ear after the
shadowing task has ended, although they are usually aware if
the voice presented to the unattended ear switched gender (i.e.,
pitch), or was replaced with a 400-Hz tone (16, 17). However,
in some cases information arriving at the so-called
“unattended” channel (i.e., the ear to be ignored) can be
processed at a semantic level of representation. For example,
listeners are usually able to respond to the occurrence of their
own name, or the meaning of a significant item presented in
the unattended ear (18-20). This suggests that stimuli that are
highly pertinent to one’s self interest, such as one’s name, can
capture a listener’s attention when presented in the unattended
location (18, 21). Individuals who recalled hearing their own
name also showed an increase in shadowing errors and a
decrease in shadowing speed, following the presentation of
their own name (21). Although the same individuals also
reported that their attention occasionally wandered to the
irrelevant message, the pattern of errors could not be easily
accounted for in terms of a lapse of attention because the
changes in shadowing speed occurred only after the listener
had heard their own name (21). The results appear more
consistent with the idea that, in some individuals, hearing their
own name momentarily captured their attention thereby
reducing shadowing performance. Although the content of the
task-irrelevant message may cause some interference, it is
important to keep in mind that its effect on performance is
usually small and occurs only for a subset of individuals who
also report that their attention wanders to the irrelevant
message.

Another view suggests that auditory attention may
be brought to bear after the preliminary analysis of objects has
occurred, and that one object at a time is then selected for a
complete conscious analysis (6, 12, 13). From this perspective,
object formation occurs without attention or awareness, the
role of attention being to “bring” one of those objects to
conscious experience. Taken to the one extreme, it implies
that our perception is imposed on us by the incoming acoustic
data. The attended object stands out perceptually while the rest
of the sounds become less prominent as in the figure-ground
phenomenon in visual perception. In the cocktail party
example, the conversation that we attend to stands out as the
“figure” while the other conversations recede to the
background. With these two views in mind, we will review
the results from behavioral and electrophysiological studies of
selective attention with an emphasis on the interaction between
selection, attention and perceptual organization.

Findings from dichotic listening studies demonstrate
that the ability to focus attention selectively on a particular
message depends on the acoustical factors that promote the
segregation of co-occurring speech stimuli into distinct groups
of sounds thereby improving the speech discriminability. They
can also be taken to suggest that the analysis of a simple
physical attribute, which usually defines the information
channel, may occur automatically and that the bottleneck in
processing auditory information arises in a subsequent stage,
after the co-occurring sounds have been perceptually
segregated into distinct sources.

3. DICHOTIC LISTENING EXPERIMENTS
Research on auditory selective attention considers
how listeners can process simultaneous sources of information
and how attention affects the processing of task-relevant and
task-irrelevant stimuli. This is evaluated primarily by requiring
listeners to attend to a particular set of sounds in the presence
of other unwanted sounds. In early and now classic behavioral
studies, auditory selective attention was examined during
dichotic listening tasks in which different auditory messages
(e.g., prose) were presented simultaneously to each ear via
headphones. The participants' task was to shadow one
message presented at a designated ear and simultaneously
ignore the message presented in the opposite ear. Typically,
shadowing performance improved with increasing physical
difference between the wanted and unwanted speech sound.
For example, an increase in spatial separation between two
concurrent messages improves performance in identifying the
task-relevant message (14). Similarly, increasing the distance
between the frequency bands of the two messages also
improved individual’s ability to attend to either of the
messages selectively (14). It is also easier to ignore two
irrelevant messages when they come from the same spatial
location than when they occur in two separate locations (15).
Importantly, Treisman found that a decrease in spatial
discriminability between the two task-irrelevant messages does
not cause any increase in interference on shadowing

4. AUDITORY SCENE ANALYSIS
The results from dichotic listening experiments are
consistent with a stage model of attention in which selective
attention operates on the output from a pre-attentive stage of
analysis involved in forming and localizing auditory objects
(“auditory scene analysis”). Bregman proposed two groups of
processes involved in auditory scene analysis (6). One is a preattentive process that partitions the auditory input according to
gestalt principles, such as grouping by physical similarity,
temporal proximity, and good continuity. Sounds are more
likely to be assigned to separate sources if they differ widely in
frequency, intensity, and spatial location. The other is a
schema-driven attention process that “searches” for patterns in
the acoustic data. While the preattentive processes group
sounds based on physical similarity, the schema-driven
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Bregman and Rudnicky noted that the ability to judge the
sequential order of the target sounds could be improved
significantly by increasing the frequency similarity between
the captor and flanker tones. The magnitude of the captor
effect has been shown to vary with temporal predictability
(24). Bregman and Rudnicky proposed that captor and
flanker tones that are similar or identical in pitch form a
perceptual stream that separates them from the target tones
because listeners tend to perceptually group together tones
that are nearest in frequency and share a similar temporal
structure. This causes the target tones to be perceived as a
separate auditory object and makes it much easier for the
listener to make a judgment about their sequential order.
However, factors other than perceptual grouping
could have contributed to the observed captor effect in
Bregman and Rudnicky’s study. Many studies have shown
that the ability to detect or judge the duration of a particular
target stimulus can be improved by providing listeners with
advance information indicating the frequency or the
location of the upcoming target (1-3, 25). Usually, cues
that provide accurate information about the frequency or
the spatial location of the target lead to greater accuracy
and faster target detection. Similarly, in selective attention
tasks using rapid serial auditory presentation, targets
preceded by distractor tones that share a similar location or
frequency can reduce target reaction time (26, 27). Thus,
in Bregman and Rudnicky’s study the captor tones may
have acted as a cue or a prime, improving performance
when the captors were similar or identical in frequency to
flanker tones than when they differed widely in frequency
with the flankers, and consequently with the target sounds.

Figure 1. Schemata of the stimuli presented in the two
different clustering conditions.
Arrows indicate the
frequency to be attended in each condition. A target is
shown with an asterisk. (Adapted from Alain and Woods,
1993). ES = Evenly Spaced condition. CL = Clustered
condition.
processes use prior knowledge to extract meaning from the
acoustic data. As such, the schema-driven process depends
on representations of previous experiences that have been
acquired through learning and a matching process between
those representations and the complex acoustic wave that reach
our ears. The use of context and/or knowledge is particularly
evident in an unfavorable signal-to-noise listening situation
such as in the cocktail party example. In the laboratory,
individuals correctly perceive more words when the sentence
final words are predictable (i.e., fit with the context) than
unpredictable (i.e., do not fit with the context) (22). Schemadriven processes provide a way to resolve perceptual
ambiguity in complex listening situations.

The idea that auditory objects can be formed
outside the focus of attention was further examined in a
series of experiments by Alain and Woods (28).
Participants were presented with a rapid sequence of
binaural stimuli varying randomly along three different
frequencies (see Figure 1). The participants’ task was to
focus their attention on one of the extreme frequencies (the
middle tones were never to be attended) in order to detect
infrequent deviant (target) sounds differing slightly from
the standard stimuli. The discriminability between standard
and deviant sounds was adjusted so that participants had to
first pay attention to the most salient dimension (i.e.,
frequency) in order to be able to detect rare target stimuli
differing from the standard in duration (Experiment 1) or
intensity (Experiment 2). In the evenly spaced condition,
the tones composing the sequence were equally spaced in
frequency. In the clustered condition, the high or low
frequency tones were increased or decreased in frequency
(depending on the condition) so that they were one
semitone apart from the middle frequency.
This
manipulation promotes the perceptual grouping of the
middle tones and the extreme tones, based on frequency
similarity. If selective attention is necessary for perceptual
grouping, then the clustering of task-irrelevant stimuli
should not affect performance. On the other hand, if object
formation can occur outside the focus of attention then one
would expect improvements in performance with distractor
clustering. Participants were faster and more accurate in
detecting target sounds when the distractor stimuli were

4.1. Grouping of task-irrelevant material
Central to the auditory scene analysis account is
the notion that object formation can occur independently of
a listener’s attention. One way to examine whether object
formation can occur outside the focus of attention is to
manipulate the physical similarity between task-irrelevant
stimuli to promote their perceptual grouping. Presumably,
if the clustering of task-relevant material influences
performance, then one can assume that the unattended
sounds were perceptually organized in some way. To our
knowledge, Bregman and Rudnicky were the first to
examine whether the ability to attend and process elements
within a particular stream of sounds could be influenced by
the perceptual relations of task-irrelevant materials (23).
Participants were asked to judge the sequential order of two
sounds differing in pitch (targets), each flanked by an
identical lower frequency sound referred to here as “flanker
tones.” The target and flanker tones were kept constant
while additional "captor" tones of still lower or identical
pitch preceded and followed the block of four tones.
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clustered together, despite increases in frequency similarity
between one of the distractors and the target stimuli. To
dissociate the effects of clustering from the effects of
priming or cuing, the effect of the preceding stimulus on
response time was examined in both clustering
conditions. A sequential analysis of targets preceded by
middle distractors revealed faster RTs for the clustered
condition, even if the middle distractor was identical in
both conditions. This shows that cuing or priming alone
cannot account for the difference in performance between
the two conditions. Rather, the results are consistent with
the proposal that the increase in similarity between the
two irrelevant frequencies allowed them to be
perceptually grouped into a separate object from the
relevant frequency. The effects of clustering taskirrelevant material on performance during selective
attention tasks are robust, being present in both
synchronous and isochronous sequences of stimuli as well
as in both young and older adults (28, 29).

lesion studies in humans all provide converging
evidence consistent with generators in auditory cortices
with contribution from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(35-40).
It is now well documented that deviant stimuli
differing from repetitive standard stimuli along a physical
dimension such as frequency, intensity, or spatial location
elicit an MMN response. More relevant to the present
review are the studies showing an MMN to changes in
auditory patterns. For example, deviation from simple
auditory patterns such as sequences of tones that alternated
or decreased regularly in pitch elicited an MMN wave with
maximum amplitude over the frontocentral region (41-43).
The MMN is also elicited by changes in the sequence of
four tones varying regularly in frequency or in frequency
and spatial location (44, 45). The scalp topography elicited
by pattern-deviant stimuli is usually more centrally
distributed than the one elicited by deviant stimuli differing
from the standard along a physical dimension such as
frequency (46). This indicates that auditory pattern
processing engages neural circuits that are distinct from
those involved in simple detection of changes in physical
attributes.

The preceding studies indicate that clustering of
task-irrelevant material modulates performance during
selective listening. Although these findings are consistent
with the proposal that object formation may occur outside
the focus of attention, a possible effect of attention cannot
be ruled out. Evidence from scalp recordings of cortical
evoked brain activity and functional neuroimaging studies
has shown that selective attention not only modulates the
processing of task-relevant stimuli but also modifies
neural activity elicited by task-irrelevant sounds (30-33).
Such findings are consistent with a dual-process of
attention in which the processing of task-relevant stimuli
may be facilitated while the processing of task-irrelevant
stimuli may be suppressed during selective listening (34).
In the studies described above, the clustering effects
might therefore have been mediated by an active
inhibition of the unwanted sounds. Clustering may make
this inhibition easier to maintain because both nearby
distractor frequencies could be inhibited simultaneously
(34). To determine whether object formation can occur
outside the focus of attention, one must examine auditory
pattern processing in situations that entail neither active
selection nor active rejection of the auditory stimuli.

The MMN to pattern deviant stimuli depends on
stimulus-related factors, such as the rate of presentation and
the frequency separation of the elements that compose the
pattern (41, 47). That is, the MMN to pattern deviant
stimuli is larger when the stimuli are presented at short ISIs
and when the tones composing the pattern are clearly
distinguishable in pitch. The amplitude and latency of the
MMN also vary with the magnitude of deviation in the
spectral and temporal transition between consecutive
elements within the pattern. An enhanced MMN amplitude
and decreased MMN latency are associated with a greater
magnitude of deviation (44). Similarly, performance in
detecting target sounds that are inconsistent with pattern
structure depends on the magnitude of violation (44, 48).
The MMN wave to pattern deviant stimuli is
thought to reflect a neural mismatch between the incoming
stimulus and the expected stimulus based upon the
organization of the previous stimuli. In other words, the
MMN to pattern deviant sounds reflects a violation of
expectancy established by the preceding stimuli. Evidence
from scalp topography analysis suggests that an auditory
pattern is encoded as a Gestalt including both frequency
and temporal transition among the elements composing the
pattern (44).

4.2.
Electrophysiological
studies
of
auditory
organization
The extent to which auditory patterns are
automatically processed by the human brain has been
recently investigated using human event-related brain
potentials (ERPs). ERPs are particularly well-suited for
studying automatic processes because they provide a
real-time measure of information-processing throughout
the auditory system, even for those sounds that are
outside the focus of attention. When individuals are
presented with a sequence of standard and deviant
stimuli while they perform another task such as reading,
rare deviant sounds elicit a negative wave (mismatch
negativity or MMN) that superimposes the N1-P2
deflection. The MMN amplitude peaks between 120
and 220 ms following deviant onset and is maximum
over the frontocentral region.
Scalp topography
analysis, dipole source modeling, animal models and

The fact that an MMN to pattern deviant stimuli
can be recorded when participants are not actively
attending to auditory stimuli suggests that some pattern
recognition can occur during passive listening. These
findings provide some support for the auditory scene
analysis account in which object formation is thought to
occur at an early stage of processing, independently of
listeners’ attention. However, the MMN results should be
interpreted with caution because in most studies, listeners’
attention was not well controlled.
For example,
participants were often required to read a book of their
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choice and little effort was made to verify whether they
carried out this task. When participants’ attention is
monitored, such as during an auditory selective attention
task, the MMN to pattern deviant sounds presented in the
unattended location is markedly reduced in amplitude
compared to the MMN elicited by deviant sounds occurring
at the attended location or during reading (45). The MMN
amplitude differences between the visual and auditory tasks
may reflect differences in the amount of attention required
in the two situations or differences related to the within vs.
cross-modal nature of the attentional demand. It may be
easier to automatically detect deviant auditory stimuli when
attention is allocated to visual stimuli than auditory stimuli
because in the former case attention may tap into a different
“pool” of resources.

by the same tones when they are unattended (53). The
attended target elicits an additional longer latency
positive deflection peaking between 300-500 ms
referred to as the P300 or P3b. The effects of selective
attention on auditory evoked potentials are often
illustrated by subtracting the ERPs to unattended stimuli
from the ERPs to the same stimuli when they are
attended. The resulting negative difference (Nd) wave
has at least two partially overlapping components, an
early component (Nde) and a late component (Ndl) that
peak at 200 and 400 ms post-stimulus, respectively (54).
The Nde is more closely related to the
discriminability of attended and unattended sequences
than to the discriminability of the standard and target
stimuli within the attended sequence. For example,
when listeners are presented with two concurrent
sequences of tone bursts and are required to respond to
occasional targets in one of them, the latency and
amplitude of the Nde varies with the distinctiveness of
the sequences -- not with the distinctiveness of standard
and target tone bursts within the attended sequence (55).
When the task-relevant and task-irrelevant tones are
highly distinctive and presented at short ISIs (e.g.,
200-400 msec), the selective attention effects on ERPs
can occur at latencies as short as 30 msec following
stimulus onset (56, 57). The attention-related changes
in ERPs occur when participants attend to a particular
stream of sounds in the presence of one or more
different streams of distracting stimuli and when
stimulus sequences are easily discriminated, whether
they are distinguished by spatial position, frequency, or
both spatial position and frequency (58-60). Although
there is one report of the habituation of the Nde (61),
performance and Nde amplitude are usually maintained
over long sessions (59, 62, 63). The Nde amplitudes and
latencies are also little affected by repeated testing (34,
64).

The MMN is also larger in amplitude when
participants have extended experience with the auditory
material. Koelsch, Schroger, and Tervaniemi, compared
the MMNs elicited by major chords and single tones in
professional musicians and non-musicians (49). Slightly
impure chords presented among perfect major chords
elicited a distinct MMN in professional musicians, but not
in non-musicians. This finding may indicate a greater
sensitivity to tonal difference in musicians, which most
likely results from extensive musical training. Similar
results were found for speech sounds. The MMN is larger
for acoustical changes made in listeners’ own language
than for similar acoustic changes made in a different
language (50).
To sum up, the MMN to pattern-deviant stimuli
is sensitive to stimulus-related factors that promote the
formation of auditory objects such as the rate of
presentation and frequency separation among the elements
composing the object. The MMN is also sensitive to
subject-related factors such as listeners’ knowledge and
prior experience with the auditory material. The results are
consistent with the notion that object formation can occur
outside the focus of attention and suggest that both
preattentive and schema-driven processes interact early
during auditory scene analysis.
5. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES
AUDITORY SELECTIVE ATTENTION

5.1. Stimulus set account
Several models have been proposed for this
attention-related negativity. Hillyard and colleagues
suggested that the Nde reflects an early stimulus
selection based upon easily discriminable information
that defines the information channel (65,66), i.e.,
stimulus set (67). From this perspective, stimuli are
accepted or rejected based on their dominant relevant
physical attributes, and further perceptual analysis is
contingent on this early selection.
This selection
process would be possible when attended and
unattended stimuli differ in some highly distinguishable
physical attributes, such as frequency and/or location.
Hillyard and colleagues also proposed that the Ndl
reflects a late selection of targets from non-targets
within the attended channel based on less discriminable
cues. Such an account (referred to here as the featurebased account) assumes that the physical dimensions of
the target sounds can be used by the executive or control
system to set up an appropriate attentional "filter".
According to this model, distractors physically similar
to a target produce interference because they fall within
the attentional filter, and therefore are selected along
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now
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electrophysiological studies of auditory selective
attention. The recording of ERPs has been one of the
most widely used neuroimaging techniques in studying
the neural basis of auditory selective attention (31, 34,
51, 52). The typical paradigm involves a rapid serial
presentation of auditory stimuli varying along two or
three physical dimensions. For example, participants
may be presented with low or high tones in the left or
right ear in a random order and required to detect
infrequent longer duration tones at a designated
frequency and location (targets).
In auditory selective attention tasks, ERPs to
attended tones show a negative displacement that
overlaps with the N1 wave relative to the ERPs elicited
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with targets for further processing and a potential
response. By contrast, distractors highly distinguishable
from the targets fall outside the attentional filter, and are
easily dismissed (4, 68).

alternative models can be distinguished by contrasting the
effects of perceptual context with the effects of physical
similarities on the Nd wave.
In a series of experiments, we have begun to
examine the role of perceptual grouping on the ERP
attention effects. In one set of experiments, participants
were presented with a sequence of tones varying randomly
between four different frequencies (69). They were asked
to attend to the lowest or highest tone frequency and to
detect occasional longer duration tones at that particular
frequency. The middle tones were never to be attended.
Two clustering conditions were used. An evenly spaced
condition in which the four tones were equally spaced
along the musical scale and a clustered condition in which
the two middle frequencies were closer to the extreme
frequencies. In the first experiment, the two extreme
frequencies were kept constant whereas the two middle
frequencies were manipulated between conditions. An
earlier attention effect was found when the middle
frequencies were clustered with the extreme frequencies. A
closer examination of the ERPs revealed that clustering
effects on ERPs were mediated primarily by a decrease in
PN elicited by the task-irrelevant stimuli, consistent with
the proposal that distractor clustering reduces interference
on target detection (28). The results are also consistent
with the idea that only the parts and properties of the
attended object received extended processing and that the
processing allocated to a particular sound feature does not
depend solely on the physical similarity between the
attended and distractor stimuli.

5.2. Attentional trace account
Naatanen proposed a more specific interpretation
in which the Nde reflects an early selection of stimuli that is
based upon a gradual comparison process between the
sensory input and an attentional trace (51). The attentional
trace refers to a temporary neuronal representation of the
distinctive features of the task-relevant stimuli that is
actively formed and maintained during selective listening
and supports identification of the stimuli that must be
further processed for a potential response. According to
Naatanen, all incoming stimuli are compared to the
attentional trace. The comparison process generates a
surface negative potential (the processing negativity or
PN), with the duration of the comparison process
depending on the similarity between the stimulus and the
attentional trace. The Nd reflects the difference between
the PN elicited by the comparison process executed when
confronted with matching (task-relevant) and mismatching
(task-irrelevant) stimuli. The onset of the Nd directly
reflects the time needed to stop comparing the taskirrelevant stimuli to the trace, and is earlier for distractors
differing substantially from the targets than for distractors
similar to the target. In addition, Naatanen proposed that
the Ndl might reflect either a late selection of the target
within the attended channel or a rehearsal of the attentional
trace.

The role of perceptual organization on the ERP effects of
attention was examined further by contrasting the effect of
grouping against the effects of physical similarity. As
mentioned earlier, the clustering of distractors during
selective listening can improve performance in detecting
infrequent targets at a designated frequency (28).
Clustering effects are thought to reduce the interference of
task-irrelevant material so that maintaining their focus of
attention on the relevant stream of sounds is easier for
listeners. This implies that perceptual organization of
sounds would affect the processing of both task-relevant
and task-irrelevant material. To test this hypothesis, Alain
and Woods used a paradigm similar to the one illustrated in
Figure 1 (70). Participants were presented with a rapid
sequence of binaural stimuli varying along three different
frequencies. In the evenly spaced condition, the tones
composing the sequence were equally spaced in frequency.
In the clustered condition, one extreme frequency (either
the high or low, depending on the condition) was moved
closer to the middle frequency. This manipulation was
thought to promote the grouping of middle tones with the
extreme tones that were moved closer. The participants’
task was to focus their attention to the extreme low
frequency tones for half the session and to the high
frequency tones for the other half of the session. Again, the
middle tones were never to be attended. According to the
object-based view, one should expect both an improvement
in performance and enhanced Nd amplitude in the clustered
condition because the clustering of distrators should ease
their segregation into a separate auditory object. This

5.3. Object-based account
The attentional trace model implies that each
transient stimulus is treated as an isolated event
independent of the sequential context.
In most
experimental situations involving one attended and one
unattended stimulus sequence (e.g., dichotic listening
tasks), the obvious perceptual information available to
orient processing is that provided by the physical features
of individual stimuli. In such experimental situations, all
other potential information is confounded with the
difference between the physical features of the stimuli.
Realistic listening situations contain information on
continuity and other interstimulus relationships that
promote the formation of auditory objects.
An alternative hypothesis, that we call the objectbased hypothesis, is introduced here to account for the
selective attention effects on auditory evoked potentials.
According to this hypothesis, the observer's attention is
allocated to an auditory object, as opposed to a feature per
se. Although the basis of such an object-based account is
theoretically different from a feature-based one, an auditory
object may also be defined by its physical features, such as
pitch and location. Thus, selectively attending to a
particular auditory object should also result in attentionrelated changes in those brain areas involved in processing
the properties of the object, such as frequency and location.
According to an object-based view, only those parts and
properties defining the object should receive preferential
processing over other competing stimuli. These two
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found beginning at 50 ms post-stimulus.
In both
conditions, the Nde onset was similar but the ERP attention
effect was larger when the two distractor frequencies were
clustered together than when the attended and the distractor
frequencies were evenly spaced. Both isopotential and
scalp density of the Nde peak amplitude mappings were
consistent with generators in auditory cortices along the
supra temporal plane (Figure 3). The Nde in the clustered
condition was associated with stronger current sources over
the temporal regions than the Nde in the evenly spaced
condition. These findings suggest that auditory cortices
play an important role in grouping sounds that are similar
in frequency.
In the experiments discussed so far, the effects of
perceptual grouping on the Nd were examined only by
varying the frequency similarity between the elements
composing the sequence. We have recently begun to
examine whether the clustering of auditory elements based
on spatial location would also modulate the amplitude of
the Nd wave. In a preliminary study, six participants were
presented with broadband noise bursts at three possible
azimuth locations (see Figure 4). In the evenly spaced
condition, the stimuli were presented either at 60o left,
center, or 60o right relative to the listeners’ head. In the
clustered condition, either the middle location was moved
closer to the extreme location or the extreme location was
moved closer to the middle location, so that locations were
separated by 30o. The clustering of distractors based on
spatial location generated a similar pattern of results as
those observed with clustering frequency. That is, we
found a larger Nd wave when the distractors were clustered
together based on spatial location (Figure 5). In fact, this is
consistent with an early observation made by Treisman
who noticed that performance in shadowing improves
slightly when the task-irrelevant messages were brought
closer together in location (15). The effect of selective
attention was larger over the hemisphere contralateral to the
attended location (Figure 6). As in the previous study, the
Nd amplitude was more centrally distributed in the
clustered than in the evenly spaced condition, indicating
that different generators may be active in situations that
promote the formation of auditory objects.

Figure 2. Negative difference (Nd) wave obtained in both
evenly spaced (ES) and clustering (CL) conditions at the
midline frontal electrode and the right mastoid electrodes.
Adapted from Alain and Woods (1994). The vertical bar
indicates stimulus onset. In this and the subsequent figures,
negativity is plotted upward.

Figure 3. Isopotential color maps (top) and scalp current
density mapping (bottom) of the normalized distribution of
the negative difference (Nde) wave as a function of the
clustering condition.

We have reviewed studies that show that
perceptual context (as manipulated by the frequency or
spatial separation among the stimuli composing a
sequence) modulates the amplitude of potentials (ERPs)
recorded during selective attention tasks. These results
imply that the selection of auditory stimuli is affected by
the perceptual context in which they are embedded and that
selection does not depend solely on the physical attributes
of the stimuli. Moreover, they are consistent with an
object-based account of attentional filtering in which
attention is first allocated to an auditory object. This
object-based account can address some basic aspects of
selective attention that otherwise remain puzzling. For
instance, individuals can easily monitor, or pay attention to,
a source that is varying in spatial location and frequency.
Theories assuming attentional filtering based on the
physical attributes, i.e., a feature-based one, cannot easily
describe how individuals can perform in this way.

should increase the figure-ground separation, thereby,
easing the allocation of attention to the relevant stream of
sounds.
As predicted, Alain and Woods found a
significant effect of frequency clustering on both
performance and Nd wave. That is, participants were
faster and more accurate in detecting infrequent targets in
the attended stream when the distractor tones were
grouped together. Figure 2 shows the effects of clustering
on the Nd wave obtained at the midline frontal electrode
(i.e., Fz) and the right mastoid. For the evenly spaced and
the clustering conditions, an early attention effect was
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Evidence from several previous ERP studies of
selective attention may be considered consistent with an
object-based account. First, the Nde onset latency increases
with decreasing frequency separation between the taskrelevant and task-irrelevant stimuli (30, 54, 71, 72). The
Nde onset latency also increases with decreasing spatial
separation between the task-relevant and task-irrelevant
stimuli (73). Psychophysical studies have shown that
individuals are more likely to report hearing two distinct
streams of sounds when the physical separation (frequency
and/or location) between the task-relevant and taskirrelevant streams of sounds is large. Second, the Nde onset
latency increases with decreasing rate of stimulus
presentation (55, 74, 75). Similarly, decreasing the rate of
stimulus presentation makes the perception of distinct
perceptual objects more difficult. The critical variable may
be the overall rate of stimulus delivery, not the rate of
repetition of attended tone bursts. Hink et al. obtained
short Nde onset latencies in an experiment in which tones
were presented in 5 locations, with tone bursts in the
attended sequence repeating at mean ISIs of 1.5 sec (59).
Lastly, as for the perception of distinct perceptual auditory
objects, the Nde may require some time to develop after a
task begins (76).

Figure 4. Schemata of the stimuli presented in the two
different clustering conditions.

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Both behavioral and electrophysiological data
indicate that the ability to selectively attend to a particular
auditory object depends on the stimulation context, with the
ability improving in situations that promote the
organization of sounds into distinct groups. Most of the
data can be accounted for by object-based hypothesis in
which parts and properties of the attended object receive
extended processing. Most of the results are consistent with
Bregman’s model of auditory scene analysis in which an
initial pre-attentive process partitions the auditory input
into distinct groups of sounds according to Gestalt’s
principles. This pre-attentive analysis of stimuli may assist
the attentional processes by easing the allocation and the
maintenance of the attentional focus to a particular subset
of stimuli. In other words, the attention to a subset of
stimuli would depend on the outcome of the pre-attentive
analysis. When the outcome reveals only one sound
source, then the elements within the perceptual object must
undergo a serial self-terminating process. In contrast, when
the outcome of the pre-attentive system reveals more than
one sound source then attention can be efficiently allocated
to only one of these sources, allowing us to automatically
exclude those elements that do not belong to the attended
object. However, the implication of attention in forming
and localizing an auditory object cannot be ruled out
entirely, emphasizing the intimate link between attention
and perception.

Figure 5. Negative difference (Nd) wave obtained in both
evenly spaced (ES) and clustering (CL) conditions at the
frontal and right inferior parietal sites. The vertical bar
indicates stimulus onset.
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1

In this paper, the terms “clustered” and “clustering” refer to
the physical manipulation of the stimuli whereas the term
“grouping” is reserved for the psychological dimension.
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